
Xinran’s Life Lessons Learned from

Today’s Chinese Women 

*30 years of research
*interviewed over 250 women 

*From over 20 provinces of China 

I don’t think I am qualified to tell what China is,
because I am only a drop of water in the Ocean of China



• China has 56 ethnic groups, with totally different 
histories, languages and cultures. 

• Its geographical area is almost the same size of 
Europe. 

• Its 5000 years of history have nourished wealth 
like that of modern Europe and poverty as severe 
as that of the Sahara Desert. 

• About 1.3 billion people are making things, 
trading, and loving, too, in hundreds of accents in 
different languages. 

As you know…



1984 -2016 where I have traveled in China



The History Makers of China



The Lesson of Ordinary Life
Yao Popo – Medicine Lady



The Lesson of a Secret History - 
World’s Biggest Prisoner of War Camp



The Lesson of Cultural Heritage - 
The News Singer and the Oldest Teahouses



The Lesson of the Red Army – 
A Witness to The Long March



The Lesson of the State System – 
The Woman General and the Civil Service 



The lesson of National Legal History – 
A Policeman Since 1947



My Life Lessons from Every Chinese Woman I Have Met 
-- From Chinese Streets to Overseas Single Children



Upheaval in the 20th Century in China
(very roughly)

• 1912-1935: Warlord Wars 
• 1937-1945: Anti-Japanese War and The Second World War 

• 1945-1949: Civil War
• 1950-1953: Korean War
• 1956-1959: Great Leap Forward
• 1966-1976: Cultural Revolution 
• 1980-Today: Opening and improving



• China lost 100 years of development and only 
opened the whole country to the world in the 1980s.

• From 1912 to the 1980s, the Chinese education 
system never had a chance to reach the level of 
international standards. 

• Half of today’s local officials in rural areas have 
received less than 10 years of education.

• 78% of the Chinese population were peasants before 
2000, more than half of them have never had more 
than three years of education.



How do Chinese women deal with the ten
Chinese commandments of today’s China?
• Imbalance - in values between men and women, 

e.g. in language, tax and marriage 
• Classes - in Chinese language, music, dance and 

art. Dating back from 2000 BC to today 
• Uncertainty and struggle - Variable confusion, 

civil wars, men and land, industrialization of cities 
and political pressure 



• What should Chinese women be 
    most respected for in today’s China?
• What should they value most in life?
• Family and Children? 
• Career and Independence? 
• Modern living and Valued Tradition?



The Mothers’ Bridge of Love
MBL - A Bridge Between Cultures

 Xiexie – Thank YOU


